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DANGER:
to International

Students:
BEWARE of
The University

Prof. Glyn Davis, VC The University of
Melbourne, [UM] paralleling his mate Kevin
Rudd, [Peas in a Pod]. Davis orchestrated the
evil attack on Megumi Ogawa stripping her of her
student visa and her imprisonment for 70 days at
by Alex Gordon LLB
Villawood, for being an 'illegal alien', because
she would not accept their cavalier denial of her
legal rights. This was the labor bureaucrats in What about OTHER ALLSTRALIAN
the DIMIA of the Australian Government who did
Universities?
this. All International students in Australia, face
It is not necessary for us to rehash the
the same peril. Megumi warns Australia is a
DANGER for International Students. What would public humiliation that had been metered
Kevin Rudd, good mate of Davis, do if he
becomes PM of Australia?
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of Melbourne

out to Megumi Ogawa, including 70 days in Villawood [immigration “prison”],
where she was the only Japanese national.
That is all on the public record and we
refer you to it. If you are a potential
International Student contemplating
study in Australia, we recommend that
you familiarize yourself well with all of
that material. These are report from
the Fairfax Newspaper, the Sydney
Morning Herald of 24 July, 2006, the
ABC Radio PM program of 27 July,
2006, the ABC Radio AM program of
29 July, 2006, and article in the Fairfax
Newspaper, The Age of 29 July, 2006.
IN this journal, we will concentrate on the
matters and reasons Behind the News and
the people involved, and the likely future
in this regard.
This matter has come to light only
because Megumi Ogawa chose to take
them on and fight. Had she not, she
would have been deported from Australia,
for being illegally within Australia, and
her future Academic career
internationally would have been ruined.
In 2007, Megumi turned 40. She is a
mature responsible woman. Her Husband
is a Professor of Law in Japan. She has
been in Australia since 1999, working at
obtaining her PhD in Law.

thought on the part of UM, the response
of UM is to initiate a process whereby the
IS finds their Student Visa [SV] under
threat from DIMIA (Department of
Immigration and Multicultural and
Indigenous Affairs). Megumi would not
be intimidated and was locked up [for 70
days],only after she took legal action
against The University of Melbourne
[UM] over the conduct of a supervisor,
and the failure of UM to honour their
contract with her. They acted as though
they could defeat her by frustrating her
attempts to gain justice as they have done
repeatedly previously with International
Students dependent upon their Student
Visa. This criminal practice is continuing
to occur and the legal structure persists so
the UM can continue their fraudulent
practice. The Question for International
Students is whether this occurs with other
universities in Australia.

Will this fraudulent practice continue?
Consider: Prof Glyn Davis and Kevin
Rudd, the present labor aspirant for
the position of Prime Minister [PM] of
Australia,, in the Federal Election later
this year. Davis and Rudd are great
mates. They were both equivalently
Senior bureaucrats in the Executive of
the Queensland Labor Government.
What they attempted with Megumi, is the The wicked situation whereby the UM
[and potentially all other Australian
usual practice for UM, under the control
of Glyn Davis. For International Students Universities] can defraud International
[IS] this involves taking their money, and Students is likely to only increase if
Kevin Rudd becomes PM later this
if that IS causes anything out of the
year, 2007.
ordinary, likely to mean any extra work,
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